Romania

Postcode type and position
6 digits to the left of the locality name.

Coding method

0 6 0 2 7 4

- delivery area
- district of a region or sector in Bucharest
- postal region

Address format
1. Thoroughfare type is placed before the thoroughfare name.
2. Number of thoroughfare is usually placed at the end of the thoroughfare line, but may also be placed at the front.
3. Sub-building information may be added at the end of thoroughfare line (see second example).
4. Urban sector may be placed in address on the line between the thoroughfare and locality (see second example).

Examples
Posta Romana S.A.
Calea Giulesti 6-8
060274 BUCHAREST
ROMANIA

ASTRA
Drumul Taberei nr. 35, bl. F5, sc. 2, parter, ap. 23
Sector 6
061357 BUCHAREST
ROMANIA

SC PASAJ SA
Str. Bariera Valcii, nr. 215
200716 CRAIOVA
ROMANIA

Contact
Posta Romana S.A.
International Affairs Directorate
International Postal Traffic Department
Calea Giulesti 6-8
060274 BUCHAREST
ROMANIA

Tel: (+40 21) 220 30 63
Fax: (+40 21) 220 30 63

Website
www.posta-romana.ro
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